
There was once a town of bananas called Tomatoville. In 1 Y.T. (year of tomatoes) bananas were slaves to the tomatoes 

and if a banana did something wrong, they would peel it. So, the bananas didn’t want to be slaves, so they started 

an uprising and squashed all the tomatoes. Or so they thought. They ruled the town but still called it Tomatoville. 

The peeled bananas were like zombies to humans but [not] to bananas. So modern day bananas make movies about 

them, like my favorites Walking Peeled and World War P. So in 2015 Y.B. (year of bananas) a banana named Bob 

watched a movie with his friend Billy.

“Wow!” said Billy, “that movie was scary!”

“Whatever!” laughed Bob. “If Tomatoville was attacked by peeled bananas I would be the hero and squash them all.”

But just as he said that an alarm went off. “Attention—all bananas grab your weapons and head to the Banana 

Facility if you’re a male between 11 and 70!”

Bob and Billy ran straight to the Banana Facility and grabbed all the guns they could carry and ran straight to 

the commander.

“All soldiers and random banana citizens! Peeled bananas are everywhere!” he yelled as he ran off screaming. All 

the bananas spread out through the city and shot all the peeled bananas.

“That was easy,” said Bob to Billy.

“Yeah!”

And they lived happily ever after. Until a human named Bobby peeled and ate them alive! MMMMWAAAHHH!!! 

Bobby enjoyed the two scared bananas. He went on to tell everyone how good those two bananas were.

“One of the two bananas was sweet and one of the two bananas was soft,” he said. “I wish I could’ve had more 

than just two bananas,” he said disappointedly. Then Bobby died of diabetes the minute after.
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